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Background and Company Performance 
Industry Challenges 

The Indian facilities management (FM) market is rapidly developing out of its nascency 

following the robust demand for enhanced functionality, improved safety, advanced 

efficiency, and increased comfort of built environments in the country’s thriving real estate 

sector. Frost & Sullivan’s research forecasts the Indian FM market to grow at a compound 

annual growth rate of 23.4% to reach a market size of USD 8.38 billion in 2024, up from 

USD 2.93 billion in 2019.1 The growing emphasis on the outsourcing of non-core 

operations to address increasingly stringent health, safety, and environmental standards 

through cost-effective, efficient, and sustainable solutions, especially in India’s flourishing 

commercial and industrial segments, drives the market growth. Moreover, government 

initiatives such as the “100 Smart Cities Mission,” “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan,” and “Swachh 

Swasth Sarvatra” programs will increase demand for FM services in the medium to long-

term. This augmented demand, in turn, will drive the anticipated growth of the Indian FM 

market. The integrated FM (IFM) sector, in particular, will witness substantial growth due 

to the increasing customer preference for one-stop service providers that offer space 

optimization, efficient FM, and cost-saving capabilities. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is creating new growth avenues for the Indian FM market. The 

growing importance of health and wellness across all customer segments generates 

increased demand for FM solutions such as sanitization and cleaning services. The 

organized FM sector will see the most robust growth as companies outsource their non-

core operations to focus on their core competencies. Market participants that broaden 

their existing customer base by expanding, upgrading, and digitizing their service 

offerings, with an increased focus on enhancing energy efficiency and environmental 

sustainability, will register strong growth in the post-pandemic market. 

Despite these positive prospects, several challenges afflict the Indian FM industry and 

restrain market growth. Conservative customers are skeptical about outsourcing their 

non-core operations due to their limited understanding of FM services. Moreover, 

customers do not perceive FM service providers as strategic service partners that can help 

them focus on their core businesses by effectively managing their non-core operations. 

This flawed perception of FM entities as mere vendors results in most Indian companies 

handling their non-core operations in-house. Frost & Sullivan estimates around 75% of the 

Indian market depended on in-house maintenance services in 2019.2 This customer 

behavior severely impedes FM market growth. 

  

                                         
1 India Facilities Management Industry Outlook, 2020, (Frost & Sullivan, June 2020). 
2 Ibid. 
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The unorganized sector dominates the highly fragmented Indian FM industry due to its low 

barrier of entry. Small- and medium-sized unorganized participants capture more than 

55% of the market, resulting in increased competitiveness and amplified pricing 

pressures.3 This severe fragmentation reduces the total addressable market size 

considerably and restraints overall revenue growth. Moreover, the shortage of a trained 

and skilled workforce continues to restrict Indian FM market growth. The lack of qualified 

professionals is especially challenging for the IFM sector, which requires a higher level of 

technical expertise in different verticals. Market participants that recruit, train, and retain 

a competent workforce that can meet customer needs will witness steady growth. 

Strategy Innovation and Customer Impact for ISS Facility Services 
India Pvt. Ltd. 

Mumbai-headquartered ISS Facility Services India Pvt. Ltd. (ISS) is an Indian subsidiary 

of Danish IFM service provider ISS A/S. ISS A/S is a global leader in the FM market and 

employs more than 470,000 staff across 50+ countries. In the Indian market, ISS 

operates as a facilities and workplace management organization offering its expertise 

across multiple services categories, including IFM, cleaning, support, technical, food, 

security, workplace experience and transport. The company operates across a wide range 

of industry sectors, including banking, financial service institutions, information 

communication technology, heavy engineering, pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences, 

manufacturing, and fast moving consumer goods. 

Market-driven Innovation and Self-delivery Model Strengthens Competitive 

Differentiation 

Starting its Indian operations in 2005, ISS established itself as the preferred FM partner to 

the country's largest conglomerates. The company employs more than 50,000 skilled 

personnel to manage more than 180 million square feet area covering 2,500 sites for 

1,100 clients across India. ISS helps its customers excel in their core businesses by 

maintaining the compliance, consistency, and quality of its smart FM services. The 

company's customer-centric approach embeds operational agility into its solutions to 

address evolving market needs and corresponding customer transformations promptly and 

effectively. ISS has particular expertise in its focus segments consisting of banking and 

financial services, business services and information technology, and industry and 

manufacturing sectors. The company assists its customers in these focus segment to 

achieve their organizational- and employee-related goals through the formulation and 

delivery of targeted solutions. 

  

                                         
3 India Facilities Management Industry Outlook, 2020, (Frost & Sullivan, June 2020). 
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Innovation is at the core of ISS's ability to leverage its industry expertise, skilled 

workforce, and volume scale benefits to achieve overall customer satisfaction. The 

company formulates its pioneering solutions as proactive responses to the evolving needs 

of its customer base. ISS' ongoing focus on developing new and efficient ways to deliver 

significantly improved services, procedures, and processes establishes the company as a 

thought leader in the Indian FM industry. ISS differentiates itself from other FM service 

providers by strategically embedding data, insights, and technology across its solutions 

portfolio by utilizing its comprehensive suite of unique platforms, systems, and tools. 

Moreover, ISS nurtures a close partnership with IBM to develop, deploy, and support 

technology platforms such as IoT@ISS and FMS@ISS to provide customers with high 

quality, globally consistent, and regularly improved FM services. These innovative 

platforms and tools allow the company to support its customer in achieving their specific 

goals. For instance, EcoCentre@ISS is ISS' centralized end-to-end energy and 

sustainability advisor tool that offers industry expertise, data analytic capabilities, and 

innovative initiatives to help customers meet their sustainability goals. The company 

utilized the EcoCentre@ISS function to support a British banking multinational corporation 

(MNC) to enhance their Indian operations' environmental sustainability, resulting in carbon 

emission reductions of 246 metric tons per year. Similarly, the company’s tool enabled a 

global American technology leader to achieve its waste management and landfill diversion 

target of 90% volume, resulting in the Confederation of India Industry recognizing the 

customer for its sustainability initiatives. ISS' single point of contact and unique self-

delivery integrated facility services (IFS) model enhances the operational reliability, 

consistency, and transparency by enabling synergies within the company and eliminating 

the dependency on third-party service providers.  The company’s service model helps it to 

navigate the challenging and dynamic FM market by allowing the direct employment of 

highly skilled and regularly trained service experts to deliver a wide range of FM services. 

In addition to affording volume and scale benefits, the self-delivery model allows full 

control over task allocation and resource deployment, facilitating enhanced operational 

agility, quality compliance, and process efficiencies. Moreover, ISS utilizes its volume and 

scale benefits and robust nation-wide vendor partner base to strengthen its distribution 

strategy and build its competitive advantage. The company's strong distribution strategy 

and comprehensive procurement policy ensures the quality, price, deliverability, and 

reliability of its services. Furthermore, ISS adheres to stringent procurement, selection, 

monitoring, and evaluation processes across its supply chain to guarantee cost-efficiency 

and added value benefits. 

ISS focuses on being closer to its customers across India and has strengthened its country 

operations by establishing seven Regional Delivery Centers (Support Centers) that provide 

support to all customers irrespective of the segment and/or service category. This ensures 

seamless delivery support to enhance operational effectiveness. Their strategy of 2-in-a-

box cements 2-tier leadership across segments / regions and services thereby ensuring 

swift decision-making and site presence, improved customer focus, and enhanced service 

delivery response. There is holistic ownership / operational responsibility as regions 
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support segments in service delivery and segments focus on business performance, 

strategic vision, and relationship with their key accounts. 

In order to deliver greater value to its customers in India, ISS has prioritized 5 focus 

areas:   

 Key Account strategy – Work with customers where the value proposition yields 

higher quality outcomes that directly support customers’ business needs and is 

built through long-term partnerships 

 Simplified Operating Model – Leaner structure with consolidation and optimization 

of resources to better serve customer needs. More effective in leveraging best 

practices across customers and geographies 

 Sharpened Value Proposition – Stronger value proposition with capabilities to 

deliver to customers’ local / regional needs with better products and services that 

meet their changing needs 

 Attract and Retain talent – Strong training and development opportunities for 

colleagues to enable them to continue delivering highest standard of services 

through continuous improvements 

 Strengthened Financial Performance – Continuously improve performance to 

maximize stakeholder, customer value 

ISS maintains significant differentiation in the Indian FM market due to its key account 

strategy, operational excellence, and high compliance standards. The company ensures 

centralized governance, facilitates stakeholder communication, and clarifies stakeholder 

roles with its key account strategy. The company's account management structure 

supports problem resolution processes, fundamental corporate engagement, and efficient 

operating models. Moreover, ISS' Operations Performance team builds and maintains 

comprehensive Zero Tolerance checklists tailored to map out expected requirements 

against each service to ensure the thorough completion of all process tasks. These 

checklists are ultimately developed into service site manuals and used as benchmarking 

tools to maintain consistency across the organization. 

Furthermore, ISS utilizes its proven process framework to design and implement a 

standardized service model across all customer locations to promote quality consistency 

and sustain operational strength. Additionally, ISS' FM services adhere to a 

comprehensive range of industry benchmarks based on the International Facility 

Management Association data and guidelines. The company also utilizes its proprietary 

Transition Process Framework to complete contract transition processes seamlessly 

through enhanced risk management, process planning, communication, due diligence, and 

organizational setup. ISS' substantial contracts with multinational giants, such as Hewlett-

Packard, Citibank, and Barclays, are a testament to the quality, efficiency, and reliability 

of its services. 
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ISS achieves its purpose of "connecting people and places to make the world work better" 

by delivering places that work (business performance), think ('smart' technology / 

solutions) and give (workplace experience). Building on its significant competitive 

differentiation in the Indian market, ISS aims to triple its revenue and employ a 100,000 

strong workforce by 2025. Some of the company's immediate strategic initiatives include a 

continued focus on key account strategy, process simplification, competitive differentiation 

strengthening, talent retention, and shareholder value maximization. ISS' distinctive 

combination of a highly skilled workforce, service excellence, and advanced technology-

enabled operations will sustain healthy growth in the Indian FM market. 

Frost & Sullivan commends ISS for leveraging its extensive industry experience, unique 

self-delivery IFS model, and a wide range of system strategies to ensure consistent 

quality, absolute compliance, and total transparency across its entire services portfolio. 

The company’s persistent focus on ongoing innovation and continuous process 

improvements to meet evolving customer needs by enriching workplace experience, 

maintaining operational excellence, and sustaining risk management is particularly 

noteworthy. 

Customer-centric Approach, Scalable Commercial Models, and Skilled Workforce 

Support Customer Satisfaction 

As a leading service provider in the Indian market, ISS' builds its global customer-centric 

"OneISS" strategy on customer engagement and its employees' capabilities to drive 

positive customer experiences. The company places high importance on providing optimal 

satisfaction to all existing and potential customers. ISS aims to enable customers to focus 

on their core businesses by taking full accountability of their non-core operations. With 

every new customer, the company works proactively to understand their business needs 

and align its processes accordingly. Moreover, ISS addresses the shortage of highly skilled 

workforce afflicting the Indian FM market by maintaining a strong task force of directly 

employed service experts skilled across several industry verticals. ISS enables the proper 

talent building of its deployed employee base through strategically designed and regularly 

administered training programs to ensure customers receive the best outcomes from its 

FM services. Additionally, ISS ensures the retention of its competent employee base by 

aligning its performance appraisal methods, reward programs, and incentive schemes to 

recognize and reward employees for the customer outcomes they deliver. 
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Understanding that traditional fixed contracts hamper the trust between a service provider 

and its customers, ISS operates on commercial models that ensure complete transparency 

for both sides and the flexibility to address evolving needs. The company's self-delivery 

system supports a highly scalable pricing model that enables customers to adjust their 

service plans and related costs according to changing requirements over time, resulting in 

enhanced cost-efficiency. Moreover, ISS employs collaborative incentive-based 

commercial models as its preferred approach for larger and integrated service contracts. 

Furthermore, the company delivers significant savings under outcome-based and 

guaranteed maximum price contracts. Additionally, ISS leverages its scale and volume 

benefits to provide customers with the best possible Indian market price. The company 

ensures excellent value for the price by delivering additional services above contract 

requirements as part of its best practice service processes at an agreed and transparent 

commercial pricing structure. 

ISS utilizes its vast market expertise and innovative solutions to meet specific customer 

needs and achieve optimal customer satisfaction consistently. For instance, the company 

serviced a British banking MNC with 15 locations across India, covering more than two 

million square feet. The customer requested support in the design and mobilization of 

their new Pune campus and improved workplace and employee experience across all 15 

locations. ISS succeeded in meeting the client’s requirements through the targeted 

delivery of innovative technology solutions and applications. For example, the company 

addressed the customer's need for efficient, safe, and reliable employee transport services 

by digitalizing the service through automatic billing, electronic-trip sheet implementation, 

and targeted SMS feature deployment. ISS' FM services increased the customer's 

employee engagement by more than 28%, reduced operation risk by more than 60%, and 

improved desk utilization by more than 33%. 

In another example, ISS manages the 41 Indian locations and more than 4.3 million 

square feet for a Swedish automotive MNC, helping the customer record savings of USD 

1.15 million over two years. ISS' dedicated team delivered this significant cost efficiency 

by initiating accurate real-time reporting and leveraging its self-delivery model that 

reduced the number of vendors by 240, consequently decreasing the associated business 

risks. Moreover, ISS enabled a prominent American Multi-national Bank with 60 Indian 

locations and more than 2.5 million square feet to record a 340% increase in registered 

assets. The company helped the customer develop a five-year capital replacement plan 

and deploy more than 200 low-to-no-cost energy initiatives across their Indian operations. 

ISS ensured the improved equipment reliability, enhanced equipment life expectancy, and 

guaranteed uptime for the customer’s critical facilities by establishing a strong technical 

“Operational Process Framework” and conducting robust engineering induction and 

training for its staff. 
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ISS operates on the belief that only satisfied employees can create happy customers. The 

company conducts its annual “Our People Survey” to measure its Employee Net Promoter 

Score that helps it enhance employee satisfaction through targeted initiatives, such as the 

company's “Service with a Human Touch” program. Moreover, ISS conducts an annual 

customer survey to gauge client satisfaction with its service offerings. The company's 

steady improvement in Customer Net Promoter Score demonstrates its continued efforts 

to create exceptional customer experiences. Additionally, the company also conducts 

annual local-level online or telephone surveys, tailored to customer sites to ensure its 

service meets specific customer needs. ISS also gathers direct feedback regarding its 

services from customers and other stakeholders during regular meetings and reviews, 

generating ideas to drive continuous improvement across the organization. 

Frost & Sullivan praises ISS for leveraging its unique commercial models, scale and 

volume benefits, and best practices service processes to deliver exceptional 

price/performance value. The company's strong focus on utilizing its highly-skilled 

workforce and targeted feedback mechanisms allow it to address customer needs and 

ensure optimal customer satisfaction. 

Conclusion 

The limited understanding of facilities management (FM) services, the skilled workforce 

shortage, and severe market fragmentation continue to restrain the Indian FM market. 

ISS Facility Services India Pvt. Ltd. (ISS) is a leading FM service provider and the 

preferred FM partner to India's largest conglomerates. The company differentiates itself in 

the market through its continued focus on the market-driven innovation to deliver smart 

and integrated FM services as proactive responses to evolving customer needs. The 

company offers technology-enabled and data-driven solutions through a comprehensive 

suite of unique platforms, systems, and tools. ISS leverages its extensive industry 

expertise, unique self-delivery model, continuous process improvements, and stringent 

compliance standards to ensure consistent quality, absolute compliance, and total 

transparency of its services. Moreover, ISS' flexible commercial models, value and scale 

benefits, and best practice implementations ensure the consistent delivery of cost-

efficiency and significant savings compared to other FM companies. The company strives 

to achieve optimal customer satisfaction by maintaining a diverse and highly skilled 

workforce with updated training on addressing changing customer requirements. ISS' 

competitive differentiation and delivery of exceptional experience support the company’s 

future positive growth prospects. 

With its strong overall performance and cutting-edge services, ISS earns Frost & Sullivan’s 

2020 India Competitive Strategy Innovation and Leadership Award in the facilities 

management market. 
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Significance of Competitive Strategy Innovation and 
Leadership  

Any successful approach to achieving top-line growth must take into account what 

competitors are and are not doing; meet customer demand with a comprehensive, value-

driven product or service portfolio; and establish a brand that resonates deeply with 

customers and stands apart from other providers. Companies must succeed in these 3 

areas—brand, demand, and positioning—to achieve best-practice levels in competitive 

strategy. 

 

Understanding Competitive Strategy Innovation and 

Leadership 

Driving demand, brand strength, and competitive differentiation play critical roles in 

delivering unique value to customers. This three-fold focus, however, must ideally be 

complemented by an equally rigorous focus on Strategy Innovation and Customer Impact.  
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Key Benchmarking Criteria 

For the Competitive Strategy Innovation and Leadership Award, Frost & Sullivan analysts 

independently evaluated Strategy Innovation and Customer Impact according to the 

criteria identified below.  

Strategy Innovation 

 Criterion 1: Strategy Effectiveness 

 Criterion 2: Strategy Execution 

 Criterion 3: Competitive Differentiation 

 Criterion 4: Executive Team Alignment 

 Criterion 5: Stakeholder Integration 

Customer Impact 

 Criterion 1: Price/Performance Value 

 Criterion 2: Customer Purchase Experience 

 Criterion 3: Customer Ownership Experience 

 Criterion 4: Customer Service Experience 

Criterion 5: Brand Equity 
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Best Practices Recognition: 10 Steps to Researching, 
Identifying, and Recognizing Best Practices  

Frost & Sullivan analysts follow a 10-step process to evaluate Award candidates and 

assess their fit with select best practice criteria. The reputation and integrity of the 

Awards are based on close adherence to this process. 

STEP OBJECTIVE KEY ACTIVITIES OUTPUT 

1 
Monitor, 

target, and 
screen 

Identify Award recipient 

candidates from around the 
globe 

 Conduct in-depth industry 

research 
 Identify emerging sectors 

 Scan multiple geographies 

Pipeline of candidates who 

potentially meet all best-
practice criteria 

2 
Perform  

360-degree 
research 

Perform comprehensive, 

360-degree research on all 
candidates in the pipeline 

 Interview thought leaders 

and industry practitioners  
 Assess candidates’ fit with 

best-practice criteria 
 Rank all candidates 

Matrix positioning all 

candidates’ performance 
relative to one another  

3 

Invite 
thought 

leadership in 

best 
practices 

Perform in-depth 
examination of all candidates 

 Confirm best-practice criteria 
 Examine eligibility of all 

candidates 

 Identify any information gaps  

Detailed profiles of all 
ranked candidates 

4 

Initiate 
research 

director 
review 

Conduct an unbiased 
evaluation of all candidate 
profiles 

 Brainstorm ranking options 
 Invite multiple perspectives 

on candidates’ performance 
 Update candidate profiles  

Final prioritization of all 
eligible candidates and 

companion best-practice 
positioning paper 

5 

Assemble 

panel of 
industry 
experts 

Present findings to an expert 

panel of industry thought 
leaders 

 Share findings 

 Strengthen cases for 
candidate eligibility 

 Prioritize candidates 

Refined list of prioritized 
Award candidates 

6 

Conduct 
global 

industry 
review 

Build consensus on Award 
candidates’ eligibility 

 Hold global team meeting to 
review all candidates 

 Pressure-test fit with criteria 
 Confirm inclusion of all 

eligible candidates 

Final list of eligible Award 
candidates, representing 
success stories worldwide 

7 
Perform 

quality check 

Develop official Award 
consideration materials  

 Perform final performance 

benchmarking activities 

 Write nominations 

 Perform quality review 

High-quality, accurate, and 

creative presentation of 

nominees’ successes 

8 

Reconnect 
with panel of 

industry 
experts 

Finalize the selection of the 
best-practice Award recipient 

 Review analysis with panel 
 Build consensus 

 Select recipient 

Decision on which company 
performs best against all 
best-practice criteria 

9 
Communicate 
recognition 

Inform Award recipient of 
Award recognition  

 Announce Award to the CEO 
 Inspire the organization for 

continued success 

 Celebrate the recipient’s 
performance 

Announcement of Award 
and plan for how recipient 

can use the Award to 
enhance the brand 

10 
Take 
strategic 

action 

Upon licensing, company 

may share Award news with 
stakeholders and customers 

 Coordinate media outreach 

 Design a marketing plan 
 Assess Award’s role in future 

strategic planning 

Widespread awareness of 

recipient’s Award status 
among investors, media 

personnel, and employees  
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The Intersection between 360-Degree Research and Best 
Practices Awards 

Research Methodology  

Frost & Sullivan’s 360-degree research 

methodology represents the analytical 

rigor of our research process. It offers a 

360-degree-view of industry challenges, 

trends, and issues by integrating all 7 of 

Frost & Sullivan's research methodologies. 

Too often, companies make important 

growth decisions based on a narrow 

understanding of their environment, 

leading to errors of both omission and 

commission. Successful growth strategies 

are founded on a thorough understanding 

of market, technical, economic, financial, 

customer, best practices, and demographic 

analyses. The integration of these research 

disciplines into the 360-degree research 

methodology provides an evaluation 

platform for benchmarking industry 

participants and for identifying those performing at best-in-class levels. 

About Frost & Sullivan  

Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth 

and achieve best in class positions in growth, innovation and leadership. The company's 

Growth Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined 

research and best practice models to drive the generation, evaluation and implementation 

of powerful growth strategies. Frost & Sullivan leverages more than 50 years of 

experience in partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the 

investment community from 45 offices on six continents. To join our Growth Partnership, 

please visit http://www.frost.com. 
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